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______________________________________________________________________________
A Volume Two Overview

______________________________________________________________________________

The essence of The Word Within the Word Volume Two is that it resumes right where The Word 
Within the Word Volume One paused, allowing the first year’s exploration of the interior of 
English vocabulary to be preserved, reinforced, and used as a foundation for important further 
study of this usually unseen language within words.

In Volume One, students became acquainted with language as a reflective word system made of 
interacting ancient Greek and Latin stems. Students studied 500 Greek and Latin stems, followed 
by 250 words made of those stems. An array of higher order thinking/feeling questions and 
problems probed this classical content, allowing students to have a profound intellectual and 
affective involvement with the words and the human ideas contained in the words. Students 
learned to peer inside words to seek their magical contents, and to perceive ancient micropoems 
preserved and protected within words.

Using Volume One as its foundation, Volume Two continues that program. With the same 
foundation of Greek and Latin stems studied in Volume One, Volume Two proceeds forward, 
presenting new words made of the stems learned previously, and introducing interesting new 
stems as required. Ten new stem words are presented in each lesson, and five words are reviewed 
from last year, while the stems in these fifteen words are highlighted at the top of each list page. 
In other words, each list contains ten new words, five review words, and the stems of both. This 
format allows Volume Two to smoothly incorporate and review virtually all of the content from 
Volume One, and has the practical classroom advantage of allowing transfer students who never 
studied Volume One to participate in the class with a manageable minimum of extra effort. The 
real object of study is still the word system, rather than the individual words, and the same array 
of thinking/feeling processes is applied to the content.

The numerous improvements and refinements that Volume Two offers are discussed in detail 
below. There is, however, a major enhancement in Volume Two: Volume Two contains a 
dramatically expanded program of creative problems and activities designed to give the 
classroom teacher numerous happy options for involving the students in the accumulating 
material. This array of activities is intellectual but lighthearted, brainy but insouciant, and is 
intended to give the students experiences in studying that are human, personal, creative, and 
exciting. The blood that runs through the veins of this book is the idea that words are fun. Words 
are fun: learning words, creating words, using words, figuring out the hidden words within 
words, understanding the cultural norms and mores depicted in words, and exploring the 
inquisitive and creative experiences that words make possible—it’s all a neat game, bigger than 
any puzzle, richer than any crossword, more complex than any chess game, more human than 
any story. And even for the very brightest student or teacher, it is a game that is sophisticated and 
elaborate enough to last an entire lifetime, getting better with each year.
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Philosophical Assumptions and Consumptions

Process vs. Content: Some would have gifted education be an accelerated pace through 
traditional content, and others would disregard content in pursuit of higher order thinking 
processes. But if you choose, you lose. There can be no debate whether process or content is 
more important. To turn the question around: would anyone defend teaching inferior content? Or 
inferior processes? The idea that knowledge is becoming obsolete so fast that only process 
matters in education is just as ridiculous as an exclusive focus on memorizing facts. The space-
age pace of change and discovery does not make our beautiful heritage obsolete, it simply makes 
it richer and more exciting. We must select excellent content for students to learn, whether it is 
the Pythagorean theorem, or the beautiful structures of ideas as glimpsed through the magic lens 
of grammar, or Oedipus Rex, or Greek and Latin stems, or Spanish, or a biography of Elizabeth 
1, or a Mozart concerto, and then we must apply an array of excellent thinking and feeling 
processes, such as memory, cognition, synthesis, divergence, convergence, analysis, emotion, 
intuition, and aesthetics. We must apply the most human processes to the most human content.

Open-ended Questions: The tradition of the textbook is that the teacher’s edition has an answer 
key for every question, leaving the teacher in the position of having only to tell the students what 
the book thinks. Not here. In this book, I have included a large number of open-ended questions, 
problems, and creative assignments, and I also have an open-ended attitude about those questions 
for which I have provided answers; I hope you will come up with interesting alternative answers 
to my questions. Let students argue, debate, and defend their reasons. Perfectionistic, high-
achieving students (“Just tell me what the right answer is, so I can get my A!”) will have to learn 
to tolerate open-endedness, because this book will not always give them external authority for 
right answers; students will have to do this evaluation for themselves, and learn to appreciate the 
self-reassurance of a carefully reasoned conclusion.

Choice: Beyond the specific idea of open-endedness is a more general point: it is impossible to 
overestimate the importance of choice in education. Students must be given choices of many 
kinds, and these choices must be meaningful. The fact that the importance of choice is obvious 
seems no deterrent to a large number of educational programs that emphasize authoritarian 
instruction and student obedience, but authoritarianism is not the attitude of this book. I believe 
that students spend far too much time following instructions, and in this book I have tried to give 
them opportunities to create instructions, to develop for themselves many of the rules and ideas 
that they will follow or implement. These opportunities for student choice will please teachers 
who tire of teacher-centered activities, and who are looking for ways to share the joy of 
educational invention with the students. On the other hand, the absence of instructions can create 
some anxiety in students (and teachers) who are accustomed to external confirmation about 
whether each detail is right or wrong, and this anxiety may have to be overcome as teachers and 
students relax and become comfortable with a selection of open-ended creative assignments. 
From the point of view of the importance of choice, I would urge teachers to regard all of the 
instructions for the creative and higher order thinking activities in this book as suggestions; if 
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you or your students want to do the assignment in a slightly (or very) different way, go forward 
confidently, so long as the involvement with the words and stems is still accomplished. Regard 
the activities I have created as suggestions or paradigms, rather than as a stringent program.

Affective domain: I believe that all real learning is thrilling, that education should be charged 
with personality, that the heart and the mind are one in all profound thought, and that the 
objective, sedate tone of many texts is counterproductive. I have tried to give this book some 
voice, some personality, some risk. Both in the content of the ideas, and in the tone of the 
sentences, I have blended effect and affect, using voice to give the students the sense that this is a 
page they actually have to deal with, that there are personal challenges in it. I want this book to 
wriggle in the hand, to misbehave, to stimulate ideas and reactions in some nontraditional ways. 
This seems especially important to me because it is a deliberate pedagogical juxtaposition, 
creatively dissonant with the high-scholarship tone of many of the words in the lists; I want the 
liveliness of the context to illuminate the humanity of the content.

Multi-disciplinary: Although the preponderance of references in this text are literary, I have 
tried to pull threads from the word lists in this book to the multitude of disciplines and areas of 
thought that the words themselves suggest. Any large group of words is a collection that vibrates 
in resonance with the philosophical, literary, historical, scientific, psychological and poetic 
language of which it is a part. This presents us with a perfect opportunity to alert students not 
only to the possible uses of each word, but to fascinate them and lure them into further studies in 
the subjects themselves. Some words put one in mind of Berlioz, of Alexander, of Crick and 
Watson, of Whitman, or of Picasso. Some words suggest galaxies, some tragedies (Remember 
Hamlet describing Man as the paragon of animals?), some forests, some algebra, and some 
metaphysics. The group of words in this book is a sort of razor-thin slice of western intellectual 
life, and I have tried to give students many indications of this richness that resides in the words. 
Many of the creative exercises in Volume Two will be much more successful if students do a 
short reading first, so that they can fully appreciate the satire, or the reference. There are spoofs, 
for example, of Hemingway, Plato, and Thoreau, and students who are unfamiliar with their 
writings would benefit greatly from a preparatory reading in the real thing.

Grade Level: It is inherent in the idea of gifted education that the grade-level curriculum 
concept has even less meaning than usual (whatever the word usual might mean). I view this 
curriculum as targeted approximately at gifted classes in the 9th or 10th grade for Volume One, 
and at 10th or 11th grade for Volume Two. But I originally wrote and taught Volume One for an 
8th grade class, and those students loved it and mastered it just as easily as my older students 
have done. I have also taught Volume One to 12th grade students many times, because it is 
important material for students who have never encountered it.

There is nothing inherently age-graded about the stems themselves. Any student from the 
elementary grades through graduate school will benefit from knowing the meaning of stems such 
as pre, sub, intra, cogn, derm, and so forth. What does have a more age-appropriate feel is the 
body of notes and exercises I have attached to the vocabulary foundation. This supplementary 
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material is quite advanced, and will be suitable for gifted and highly academically motivated 
students in the late junior high/middle school to early high school grades. I have taught small 
classes of highly motivated and highly gifted eigth grade students who were intensely college 
preparatory in their purposes, and who studied The Word Within the Word Volume One material 
with relish. I have also taught Volume Two to college preparatory classes that were not gifted 
but were academically motivated, and they achieved high mastery of the material.

The only honest conclusion about when to use the curriculum is that it is suitable for a range of 
students in grades 8 through 12, depending upon their giftedness, their motivation, and their 
preparedness to encounter classical and intellectual academics.

Volume One, Volume Two

How they’re alike: Like Volume One of The Word Within the Word, Volume Two is not a study 
of a list of words. Instead, it is an exploration of a word system, of the constellation of echoes 
that we inherit from our ancient past. 50% of every quiz is composed of Greek and Latin stems, 
rather than words, and the creative exercises in each lesson are designed not just to teach 
students to use words, but to let them use stems to make new words, to analyze words through 
stems, to find the stem-poetry hidden inside words, and to absorb the culture of word invention 
and application. The word system is the object of study.

The actual words listed in each lesson are only specimens, illustrations, a thin sample of the huge 
population of words that is a function of the Greek and Latin stems. The words are selected to 
include both words that are frequent and words that are rare, words from literature and words 
from science, literary words and scholarly words. The list is a sort of multi-directional 
intellectual springboard, capable of propelling students off in a multitude of directions; after all, 
we don’t know whether a student is going to become a doctor or a novelist, a historian or an 
artist, and any student will benefit from a broad foundation of ideas. And as in Volume One, a 
few extremely rare and erudite words are included for curiosity value and to help students 
overcome word anxiety.

As in Volume One, the emphasis is on appreciation. I hope that, working together, we can teach 
students to love words absolutely. To this end, I have tried to infuse this book not only with a 
sense of learning, but with a sense of fun, of experiment, of carefree playfulness — all applied to 
what I think is indisputably outstanding content: our glistening heritage of Greek and Latin stems 
and words.

Volume Two also shares with Volume One the application of a set of thinking/feeling processes, 
ranging from synthesis, divergence, convergence and analysis to emotion, intuition, and 
aesthetics. As I have mentioned in previous works, Barbara Clark’s work convinced me that 
education that ignores or minimizes the functions that we associate with the right hemisphere of 
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the brain does so at its peril. I am aware that not everyone is yet convinced of the importance of 
hemisphericity research; well, even in the absence of such research, it is cogent common sense 
that ideas that appeal to the broad and deep humanity of the students have more opportunity to 
take hold than those that have limited meaning.

How they’re different: In developing Volume Two of The Word Within the Word, I have 
attempted to incorporate a number of refinements and improvements, while still allowing 
Volume Two to emerge organically from the context provided by Volume One. These 
refinements range from a better (visual) way of indicating whether a stem is Greek or Latin, to 
including flip-side questions on every weekly test, to including word-creation exercises in every 
list, to indicating the ways in which different kinds of thinking processes interact with each 
other, to developing a far greater range of creative and imaginative activities, to taking advantage 
of my own seven-year research study in the language of the classics. I hope that all of these 
improvements will make Volume Two exciting and intellectually stimulating, and that you and 
your students will really enjoy using it.
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Lesson Components

The Lists: In Volume One, there were twenty stem lists followed by ten word lists. In Volume 
Two, all thirty lists are similar to each other. Each list consists of ten new words derived from the 
Greek and Latin stems studied last year, plus five review words pulled forward from last year’s 
lists, plus a selection of the Greek and Latin stems contained in the fifteen words in the list. This 
format allows Volume Two to emerge organically from Volume One, it keeps the focus on the 
word system rather than the words, it avoids abandoning last year’s words, and it is still 
manageable enough to allow students who were not in the class last year to be able to take part in 
the course.

In Volume Two, stems that are Latin are set in Times Roman type, to look Latin, and stems that 
are Greek are in italic type, to look Greek, and new stems that did not appear in Volume One are 
also in bold. The result looks like this:

• in (in) inaniorata • amor (love) inamorata
• inter (between) interpolate • sub (under) subjugate
• ex (out) effulgence • fulg (shine or flash) effulgence
• sub (under) subjacent • sym (together) symposium
• pot (drink) symposium • nomy (law) nomothetic
• fus (pour) effusion • dign (worthy) condign
• vect (carry) invective • fract (break) refractory
• acro (high) acrophobia • phobia (fear) acrophobia

This format enables students and teachers to see at a glance what is Greek, Latin, and new. In the 
list above, for example, the stems sub, fus, vect, and fract, among others, are Latin; the stems 
acro, sym, nomy, and phobia are Greek. There are two new stems, amor and fulg, that did not 
appear in Volume One, and these are also Latin. Students should be informed that intellectual 
etiquette calls for us to make new words by adding Greek to Greek and Latin to Latin stems, 
rather than Greek to Latin. In my Neologist’s Lexicon section, I have not rigidly adhered to that 
etiquette, however; it’s just a point of information.

Tests: The tests in Volume Two are different from those in Volume One. In Volume One, the 
first quadrant of  questions always contained the stems from this week’s list, and the other three 
quadrants contained review stems. In Volume Two, the top two quadrants contain stem 
questions, the left bottom quadrant contains words with blanks to fill in the definitions, and the 
bottom right quadrant contains definitions with blanks to fill in the words. In other words, the top 
items are stems, and the bottom items are words, and the bottom right side is a flip-side test. 
Words are put in the flip-side section on a random basis, forcing students to think about each 
word they learn in two ways, to understand what it means if they see it, or to be able to recall it if 
they see its meaning. This will give students an advantage in the use of the words, since they can 
not use words they can not recall, even if they can define them.
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Answer Keys: Each test is followed by an answer key that contains answers in italics. In 
practice, I like to have students exchange papers when everyone is finished with the test, and to 
select four students to call out the answers to the four quadrants. All other students are 
responsible for listening carefully as they mark the papers, and for immediately calling out 
corrections if the student calling out the answers makes an error. As the students correct the 
papers, I walk around, watch them make the corrections, monitor, and supervise. I interrupt to 
correct pronunciations and to make comments about interesting words. In my class, spelling 
counts, and I do not accept synonyms for answers, but I think that these details are best decided 
by each classroom teacher.

Notes: The Notes pages in Volume Two are much more elaborate than in Volume One. In 
addition to identifying the part of speech of words discussed, I also include ideas derived from 
research I have done in the words of the classics. In many cases, this research enables me to 
show students how the words in the lists have been used by authors of the great books, in some 
cases for centuries. This idea finds its fullest development in the Classic Word section of each 
Note page. The idea here is that the word itself is a sort of microclassic, an exquisite artifact of 
thought, prized by the best writers. These Classic Words notes are intended not only to give 
students fascinating examples of usage and variety of usage, but also to prove to them something 
that students sometimes doubt: that even though these words may be new to them, they are not 
new to the world; they actually do appear with significant frequency in the best books, and they 
must be known. An example of a Classic Word note from List 40:

You wouldn’t really expect stoic to be a good Classic Word, since it seems so 
philosophical and scholarly, even arcane. But stoic has been used by Defoe, Scott, 
Cooper, the Brontës, Melville, Hardy, Crane, Wharton, and Wilder. One of the best 
sentences is from Defoe, who in his 1719 novel, Robinson Crusoe, wrote, “It would have 
made a stoic smile to have seen me and my little family sit down to dinner.” Charlotte 
Brontë wisely noted that “The sternest-seeming stoic is human after all.” Stephen Crane 
described the martial “cheerings, moblike and barbaric, but tuned in strange keys that can 
arouse the dullard and the stoic.” Melville, with characteristic mock-solemnity, reasoned, 
“This Right Whale I take to have been a Stoic; the Sperm Whale, a Platonian, who might 
have taken up Spinoza in his latter years.” Hardy’s Yeobright “was an absolute stoic in 
the face of mishaps which only affected his social standing.”

Another new feature in the Notes pages is the Micropoem, a note that focuses on the beautiful 
interior of one of the words in the list. It cannot be overemphasized that words are one of 
culture’s most significant vessels of wisdom and of imagery; contained within words are the 
images, insights, and observations of the ages. An example of a Micropoem note from List 55:

A Micropoem: to extirpate is to pluck out (ex) by the roots (stirp), from the Latin 
extirpare, plucked up by the stem. In Ivanhoe, people extirpate magic and heresy. But the 
really beautiful and unforgettable sentence comes from Charlotte Brontë’s character Jane 
Eyre, who finds it “hard to extirpate from my soul the germs of love.”
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Translations: A concept that is new to Volume Two is the Translation page. In these pages, I 
have constructed readings that are dense with the sesquipedalian language of the word lists, and 
the challenge is for the student to be able to read each absurdly erudite passage, comprehend it, 
and convert it into sensible, intelligible English. Rather than have the students write out 
translations, especially at the beginning of the year, it might be best to read through the passage 
aloud and then discuss its meaning together. What I have often done is to read the passage aloud 
twice, to ask for a volunteer to summarize the passage in his or her own words, and then to go 
through the passage one sentence at a time letting students call out meanings. After the students 
adjust to the translation idea, you could have them write their translations, in class or as 
homework, if it seems appropriate in the context of your classroom. I should note that I have 
hidden a number of literary allusions in these passages, which I hope will be fun for you and 
your students to identify, and which could then lead to interesting discussions on the subjects of 
the allusions. As an example of a translation passage, here is one from List 58. It clearly derives 
more than a little inspiration from the image of mad Lear, wandering in the mist with his devoted 
Fool, though I have made no attempt to adhere to the details of the original story:

IN THE TENEBROUS AND VIOLENT INTERREGNUM which followed the coup 
d’etat, the deposed King—deprived of all royal prerogatives—slowly transmogrified 
from the sapient and incisive leader he had been into a demented patriarch uttering 
platitudes and manifesting idiosyncrasies. Lugubriously perambulating through the mist, 
he picked pink-purple nosegays of indigenous heather, and in soliloquy decried the 
tergiversators and apostates whose infractions of royal interdictions and whose lack of 
esprit de corps had brought his lovely kingdom to such a pass. Aiming his inquisitions at 
the gray-faced fogs, he tenaciously repeated his metaphysical question: “Does Heaven 
protect the sanity of old men, or is my fate the ineluctable denouement of material 
nature?”

Suddenly, up from the damp heather popped the King’s obsequious today. “Oh 
Nuncle, Nuncle,” the toady explained, “I have searched everywhere for you, and here you 
are, lost in the fog, collecting your wits.”

“Wits?” replied the doddering King, “I am gathering poems, which I find concealed 
in the flowers of the heather. See, here is a poem now.” He reached his hand out to a 
teratological anomaly of a plant, with long, sharp thorns and flowers as translucent as 
glass. Picking a flower, he added it to his nosegay. “Take this anthology,” said the King, 
handing the nosegay to the toady, “and read it.”

“Oh Nuncle, Nuncle,” replied the incredulous toady, “thou hast plucked the
sacrosanct flower of thine own mind, and given it to a fool.”

Slowly, the two figures wandered into the melancholy mist, which closed
softly around them.

This passage might be “translated” back into acceptable English this way:
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In the dark and violent period that followed the overthrow, the King, shorn of all his 
former privileges, slowly changed from the wise and keen leader he had been into a 
crazed elder, uttering old sayings and acting most peculiar. Mournfully wandering 
through the mist, he picked pink-purple bouquets of native heather, and alone cried out 
against the deserters and traitors who broke the royal laws and whose lack of dedication 
had brought his lovely kingdom to such a pass. Aiming his questions at the gray-faced 
fogs, he stubbornly repeated his deep question: “Does Heaven protect the sanity of old 
men, or is my fate the inescapable conclusion of material nature?”

Suddenly, up from the damp heather popped the King’s slavish follower. “Oh 
Nuncle, Nuncle,” the follower explained, “I have searched everywhere for you, and here 
you are, lost in the fog, collecting your wits.”

“Wits?” replied the trembling King, “I am gathering poems, which I find concealed in 
the flowers of the heather. See, here is a poem now.” He reached his hand out to a weird 
and unusual example of a plant, with long, sharp thorns and flowers as clear as glass. 
Picking a flower, he add it it to his bouquet. “Take this collection of poems,” said the 
King, handing the bouquet to the follower, ‘‘and read it.’’

“Oh Nuncle, Nuncle,” replied the follower, full of disbelief, “thou hast plucked the 
sacred flower of thine own mind, and given it to a fool.”

Slowly, the two figures wandered into the sad mist, which softly closed around them.

Note that the “translation” is relaxed. The only purpose is to really comprehend the meaning and 
to render it in graceful language. It is not necessary to substitute list definitions for every list 
word, and, in fact, that would not result in a smooth rendering. Have fun figuring the passages 
out and translating them. Be sure that the students do not miss the point that while it is lovely to 
have a large vocabulary at one’s disposal, it is also possible to misuse that vocabulary and to 
sound ridiculous through the overuse of big words. A good vocabulary should be placed at the 
service of literacy and elegant articulation, not of stilted pomposity.

Verbal Diversions: In Volume One there were analogies in each lesson. In Volume Two there is 
a Verbal Diversions page in each lesson which contains three kinds of questions: Reading 
Comprehension questions based on the Translation passage on the previous page, Analogies, 
and Antonyms. This is a more diverse format, and should serve both to force students to think 
about the relationships between words and to become intimately acquainted with these three 
types of questions. The questions have a surface and structural resemblance to SAT questions, 
but they are actually too difficult and subtle to be used as practice tests; many of the questions 
will require the students to use dictionaries and to think at some length about what the best 
answer is, leading to a discussion and exchange of views. In other words, these questions may 
accustom students to the nature of reading comprehension, analogy, and antonym questions, but 
they are also designed to provoke short discussions of ideas.
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The Reading Comprehension questions are not designed as factual probes but to determine if 
the students can detect attitude, implication, and central idea. They ask such questions as, With 
what other idea would the author probably agree?, What is the best title for the passage?, The 
main idea of the passage is?

The Analogy Questions are similar to advanced analogies elsewhere, but are also designed to 
force students to think through the nuances of the words in the lists. I have also used the 
analogies to introduce words that do not appear in the lists, and so students will be required to 
use dictionaries to solve some of the analogies. As in the most difficult analogies in the SAT, 
some of the best choices are still not exact; the question is which imperfect choice is closest. It is 
often best to solve analogies by putting the relationship into a sentence, but the solution may also 
be that the two terms of the answer are simple synonyms of the two terms of the question. As 
examples of these points, List 35 contains the following analogies:

TRANSMOGRIFY: LYCANTHROPE::
A. alter: modify
B. evolve : chrysalis
C. metamorphose : insect
D. transpose : music

CIRCUMVENT: CIRCUMAMBIENT::
A. evade : surrounding
B. circumference : circumnavigate
C. anthropocentrism : mise-en-scéne
D. introspection : autodidact

In the first case a sentence reveals the relationship: transmogrify is the process in which a 
lycanthrope changes, as metamorphose is the process by which an insect changes. In the 
second case, it is a matter of definition: circumvent MEANS evade, as circumambient MEANS 
surrounding, but students will have to have considered the other words and relationships first to 
be sure that B, C, or D is not a better answer.

In analogies, grammar counts. Students should know to look not only for words having meaning 
similarities but also to look for words having similar grammatical relationships to each other. 
Noun A is to Noun B as Noun C is to Noun D. Noun A is modified by adjective B as Noun C is 
modified by adjective D.

Some of the standard relationships to be found in analogies are: A is the cause of B, A is a 
subset of B, A is physically contained within B, A is prior to B, A is a higher degree of B, A 
uses the tool of B, A is the result of B, and A is the formal synonym of the informal B. 
Though I have not concentrated on stranger varieties of analogies, there are some, and students 
should be advised that out there in analogy land, if not in this book, there are tricky ones that do 
not, as mine do, depend upon meaning. How about, for example, A is alphabetically prior to B? 
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Analogies on the SAT appear to depend on standard relationships of meaning, but on the Miller 
Analogies Test, for example, there can be some analogical anomalies.

Remind students that one of the favorite distracters is the same relationship BACKWARDS. The 
right answer has to have not only the same relationship, but it must be in the same direction. 
Metamorphose/insect is a good answer for transmogrify/lycanthrope, but insect/meta-
morphose would be invalid.

The Antonym questions will often present students with close calls. Which word, for example, is 
the best opposite of VALEDICTION: salutation, welcome, introduction, or explanation? The 
first three, at least, are tempting. Students might argue about the first two, especially. And yet, it 
seems to me that the second, welcome, is finally the best choice, since salutation refers more 
specifically to an expression concerning health, whereas a welcome is a closer generic opposite 
of a leave-taking. I have often presented these kinds of choices; several answers may be good 
candidates; nuance is all, and no one answer may be a perfect fit. Judgment and careful 
consideration of nuance will be required. One of the most common forms of nuance is the 
nuance of degree; in List 41, for example, students must choose which is the best antonym of 
PATRONIZE: venerate or admire. It seems clear upon reflection that venerate is more extreme 
than admire, and since patronize is an extreme term, venerate would be a more appropriate 
antonym than admire, which is milder and has less venom.

A typical distracter in the Antonym section is to include a synonym, rather than an antonym. 
Another form of distracter is the important-sounding unknown erudite word, which fools the 
student into guessing that the BIG word must be the right answer. A third form of distracter is a 
word that contains a stem or stems identical to the key word. Another form of distracter is a word 
that has some oblique, though not opposite, relationship to the key word, such as giving capture 
as a wrong answer for the word ineluctable. Therefore, although the Verbal Diversions pages 
may appear to be, and in some ways serve as, a weekly mini-SAT, I should stress that I have not 
really played by the SAT rules, because instead of there always being one clear best answer, 
there is often a choice of answers that intelligent students might debate over, despite the fact that 
I have identified my own intended right answer. The frequent near-synonyms among the answers 
provoke discussions about the fine distinctions in meaning between words and cause delicate 
nuances of words to come to the surface. Debate-provoking questions of this type more closely 
resemble the most difficult Analogy and Antonym SAT questions, but are even more subtle than 
what students will encounter there. In such cases, I encourage the open-ended debate. Let  
students realize that even among words of very similar meaning, some comparisons are more 
exact than others. Let students make their most cogent cases for alternative answers; it will 
stimulate thinking, and it will deepen the students’ connection to the words.

Ideas: The Ideas pages in Volume Two make use of the same thinking/feeling categories used in 
Volume One, but I have often used combinations of categories to help increase awareness that 
these ways of thinking are not mutually exclusive or isolated from other thought processes. Most 
thinking/feeling processes are interactive with others, and occur simultaneously with others. For 
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example, here is a question from the Ideas page of List 45:

imagination, elaboration, and intuition
Imagine a scene in which the cockney costermongers are beginning to hawk their 

vegetables on an East End London street in the fin de siécle. It is early morning, the sun 
is just coming up, and the great city is just coming to life. Using your most vivid 
imagination and intuition, write a description, or even a short story, in which you make 
this scene seem elaborately real.

In most lists, a selection of Ideas (problems, exercises, creative writing opportunities) is provided 
so that students will have a good choice. In fact, there is too much for any one student to do. 
Students should have some personal say in how they wish to explore the word system. One 
student might be more interested in an analytical problem, while another student will be 
interested in an emotional connection, and a third student will wish to do a divergence/ 
convergence exercise. The Ideas pages are not designed or intended as a rigorous chain of 
exercises in which every student is required to pass through every question. Let students pursue 
their own interests and then compare notes.

Inventions: The Inventions pages are new to Volume Two. Each Inventions page contains two 
things, a Neologist’s Lexicon and a Sesquipedalian creative exercise. The Neologist’s Lexicon 
gives students the chance to use the stems playfully to create new words (neologisms). In each 
list, I have provided two models of neologisms. The format is taken from a common dictionary 
listing. Students will find that neologisms don’t necessarily come easily; students may have to 
play with stems for some time before arriving at a satisfying combination; the purpose, however, 
is to give the students a chance to have some fun, to be witty, and in doing so to get the feel of 
how words are built. Here is the Neologist’s Lexicon section from List 44:

Neologist’s Lexicon Use the stems in this list to create a new word (neologism). Give the 
word, the pronunciation, the part of speech, the etymology, and the definition(s). Keep a 
record of the neologisms you create from list to list. Here are some examples:

cryptomorphic (krip to mor’ fic) adj. [crypto (hidden), morph (shape)]  1. demonstrably 
real but invisible, such as gravitation or commiseration 2. of undetectable form or 
structure, as an incondite short story.

antifidous (an tif’ fid us) adj. [anti (against), fid (faith), ous (full of)]  1. pathologically 
professing to believe the opposite of whatever one hears 2. spontaneous, disingenuous 
skepticism.

The second feature of the Inventions page is a Sesquipedaiian creative exercise that gives the 
students a chance to write a poem, play, story, satire, TV script, literary spoof, or some such 
thing, using the words from the lists to add sesquipedalian humor. Use your professional 
judgment: the Sesquipedalian exercises will be perfectly suited to some students, and not to 
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others. If the exercise suggested seems too advanced or otherwise unsuited, then treat it as a 
second opportunity for translation, and just enjoy the sesquipedalian poem or satire that I have 
provided. Here is the Sesquipedalian Cartoon exercise from List 54:

Sesquipedalian Cartoon
Using words from List 54 and previous lists, write a cartoon scene about your favorite 

cartoon characters. An example:

Elmo Fudd and EntomoWabbit
Elmo: Be vewy vewy sotto voce. I’m a sanguinawy hunter, hunting the perfidious 

and wascawy Wabbit.
Wabbit: Ehhhhh, What’s da putative problem, Doc?
Elmo: Shhhh... be vewy vewy circumspect. I’m hunting Waabbits.
Wabbit: Well Doc, I don’t mean to impugn your perspicacious perspicacity 

—pardon my pleonasm — or nuttin but do you know a wabbit when you 
see one? I mean, you ain’t VACUOUS, are you? I mean, elucidate dis for 
me, Doc.

Elmo: Au contraire, I certainwy do know wabbits! Why are you being so 
queruwous?

Wabbit: Well Doc, I don’t wanna disturb your hebetude or anyting, but are you 
SURE you can discern a wabbit when you see one? I mean, the world is 
replete wit wabbits.

Elmo: YES. A wabbit has two BIG ears..
Wabbit: Like deese?
Elmo: YES, and a wabbit has a big fuzzy tail...
Wabbit: Like dis?
Elmo: YES and... OHHHH BLAM!! BLAM!!!
Wabbit: Wait!! Doc!! Be tractable why dontcha?? Can’t we discuss deese collateral 

issues wit equanimity’? Tink what yer doin, Doc! Ain’t dis a little ipse 
dixit?

Elmo: I’ll ipse dixit you, you wascawy wabbit! You perfidious, intwansigent, 
intwactable.

Wabbit: Hey DOC! You shouldn’t concatenate your invectives like dis, I mean
Elmo: You’ll die intestate, you dissident, fwactious.. ..MEGAWOMANIAC!
Wabbit: STOP!!!!
Elmo: Oh, I’m sowwy. What is it?
Wabbit: Doc, are you trying to hurt my feelings?
Elmo: Oh. Pweeze accept my apowogies. I certainwy didn’t mean to hurt your 

feewings. I’m so nonpwussed. What an embawassing contwetemps.
(Exeunt omnes)
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Pronunciation: One of the most requested features from the first editions of Volume Two has 
been a pronunciation guide.  In this edition, this has been provided, in a manner avoiding obscure 
symbols and markers; we have tried to give a phonetic indication of each word’s standard 
pronunciation.  For further detail, there is always a dictionary.

Spanish Cognates: This edition contains another new feature, Spanish cognates. Because 
English and Spanish both descend so heavily from Latin, and to a lesser extent Greek, the two 
modern languages share the same stems, and often the cognate words have the same multiple 
stems, and in the same sequence! Furthermore, Spanish is an exceptionally valuable study for 
anyone seeking to master advanced English, because there are many words that are ordinary, 
daily words in Spanish, but the English cognate is a scholarly advanced word. Common Spanish 
teaches us fancy English. By showing a group of cognates for each lesson in this book, we also 
present a kind of extended proof of the powerful connection between academic English and 
academic Spanish. Learning either one is a great benefit to learning the other.

Four-Level Grammar Analysis: In each lesson, one of the example words is presented in a 
sentence from a classic text, and the grammar of the sentence is displayed at four levels of 
analysis: parts of speech, parts of sentence, phrases, and clauses. One purpose of this is to remind 
students of the challenge of good usage; words are never used, and can never be used, outside the 
grammar system. Whenever we use a word, we must use it as one of eight parts of speech, which 
means that we can use it correctly or incorrectly. The new grammar component will help sharpen 
students’ grammar minds, and call attention to how words shift forms as they go into service as 
nouns, or as adjectives, or verbs, or adverbs.

Classic Words: Every lesson contains a fun challenge: five sentences from classic literature are 
presented, but in each sentence a word is left blank. The missing word appears in a multiple 
choice below, with three other distractors, and it is the game of the students to figure out what 
the author really said. The problem is that more than one word may work perfectly well, in terms 
of making a sensible sentence. Each option will mean that the sentence has a different intention, 
and the students have to use their intution to guess what the author was trying to say. This is 
clearly not a quiz, to be graded; it is a game, to be tried and then discussed, in a fun way. 
Students might work in small groups, and they should do all five before the teacher goes over the 
answers with them.  Sometimes, the answer will really be a surprise!
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______________________________________________________________________________
The Word Within the Word • Test 31

______________________________________________________________________________

vid _________________________        omni _______________________

mono _________________________       lith _______________________

mal _________________________       bene _______________________

non _________________________       sci   _______________________

neo _________________________       in   _______________________

phyte _________________________       uni _______________________

post _________________________       pond _______________________

archy _________________________       port _______________________

inter _________________________       dict _______________________

cred _________________________       lat _______________________

 
vide _________________________       covering many things  _____________ 

monolithic _______________________       difficult to ponder  ________________

malapropism  _____________________       perplexed  _______________________

portly _________________________       prohibition ______________________

postlude   ________________________       ranking  ________________________ 

benediction    _____________________       not believing _____________________

omniscient   ______________________       beginner ________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
The Word Within the Word • List 31

______________________________________________________________________________

vid  look omni all 

mono  one lith  rock 

mal  bad bene  good

non  not sci  know

neo  new in  in

phyte  plant uni  one 

post  after pond  weight

archy  government port  carry 

inter  between dict  say 

cred  believe lat  side

vide  see covering many things  omnibus 

monolithic massive and uniform difficult to ponder  imponderable

malapropism ludicrous misuse of a word perplexed  nonplussed

portly  stout prohibition  interdiction

postlude  concluding section ranking  hierarchy 

benediction blessing not believing incredulous

omniscient all-knowing beginner  neophyte
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Classic Words 31    Verbal Diversions 31 
1. c     1. c 
2. b     2. a 
3. d     3. c 
4. a     4. a 
5 c     5. d 
      6. b 
 



______________________________________________________________________________
The Word Within the Word • Test 32

______________________________________________________________________________

greg _________________________ sangui ________________________
contr _________________________ ver ________________________
mega _________________________ hypo ________________________
con _________________________ dox ________________________
loqu _________________________ moll ________________________
flu _________________________ alter ________________________
circum _________________________ pater ________________________
sol _________________________ tion ________________________
put _________________________ ous ________________________
ven _________________________ fy ________________________

malapropism ____________________ not believing ___________________
portly _________________________ ranking _______________________
omnibus _______________________ difficult to ponder _______________
unilateral _______________________ massive and uniform _____________
interdiction _____________________ perplexed _____________________
vide _________________________ beginner _____________________
omniscient  ______________________ blessing _____________________
postlude  ______________________ pledge as security _______________
altercation ______________________ make soft _____________________
sangfroid ______________________ second self _____________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
The Word Within the Word • Test 32

______________________________________________________________________________

greg group   sangui blood
contra against   ver true
mega large   hypo under
con together   dox opinion
loqu talk   moll soft
flu flow   alter other
circum around   pater father
sol alone   tion act or state
put think   ous full of
ven come   fy make

malapropism ludicrous misuse of word not believing incredulous
portly stout   ranking hierarchy
omnibus covering many things   difficult to ponder imponderable
unilateral one-sided   massive and uniform monolithic
interdiction prohibition   perplexed nonplussed
vide see   beginner neophyte
omniscient all-knowing   blessing benediction
postlude concluding section   pledge as security hypothecate
altercation heated dispute   make soft mollify
sangfroid cold-blooded composure   second self alter ego
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1. b     1. b 
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4. c     4. c 
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